
back to the no-ball exercises and then to slow-motion
swings to be sure you're swinging through the correct
positions.

A note: Whenever you hit balls, hit some shots in slow
motion, a method many world-class athletes use to refine
technique. Sprinter Carl Lewis still runs at half speed to
analyze and improve his near-perfect style. In golf, slow
motion may be your key to greater power. When he was a
teenager, Davis' son, Davis Love III, asked his father how to
hit the ball longer. Davis suggested his son make full-
length, slow-motion swings using a driver, while not allow-
ing the ball to travel more than 50yards. When young Davis
could hit those 50-yard drives solid and straight, he gradu-
ated to lOa-yard drives-still in slow motion. In 50-yard
increments Davis IIIworked his way up to 300yards. Today
he can drive a ball 350yards when he wants to and leads the
PGA Tour in driving distance. Slow-motion swinging
teaches you to "find" the ball with the clubface and to con-
trol the force of your swing. It teaches pace. Include some
slow-motion swinging in every practice session.

You'llnote that we have not yet used the word "release" in Impact
this chapter on hand motion. In the golf swing, release
means the rotation of the hands, wrists and forearms from
their position on the backswing, back to a square position at
impact, to their position on the follow-through. Some
books spend a great deal of time talking about release. The
fact is, if you study and master the hand movements in
these diagrams with the drills we've given you, you
shouldn't have to worry about release. Release will occur
naturally when your hands and forearms are working in
tandem.

Here's an exercise by master teacher Paul Runyan, the
former PGA Champion, that promotes efficient hand, wrist
and forearm coordination. It will also increase your hand
and, therefore, clubhead speed. Youcan do it while you're
watching TV. Stand up and put your left hand in front of
you, palm facing toward you. Now flip the palm as fast as
you can so that it faces away from your leg. Repeat it again
and again, keeping your hand, wrist and forearm as loose
and flexibleas you can. Then do it with your right hand and
arm, starting with the palm facing away from you and flip-
ping back toward you. Now place both hands in their start-
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